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pending litigation against the prior owners of this site. On June 28, , The Daily Beast reported
that over forty GMG staffers would be taking union-negotiated buyouts, thereby averting layoffs.
On July 10, , Univision announced that it would "explore" the option of selling all of the
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version. Add links. New York City , U. Jalopnik is a Weblog covering cars , car culture , and the
automotive industry. Owned and operated by Gawker Media since , Jalopnik emphasizes
irreverent humor. Jalopnik contributors regularly attend media events and press conferences
hosted by automotive manufacturers, which prior to the rise of the blogosphere in the s, were
limited to traditional media outlets. The word "Jalopnik" is a portmanteau of Jalopy and Beatnik.
You'll have to deal with that. On May 10th, it was announced that Editor-in-Chief Ray Wert was
moving to head Gawker Media 's content sales department and that Matt Hardigree would be
taking his place as editor in chief [ 9 ]. Mike Spinelli , who founded Jalopnik and served as the
site's Senior Editor, contributes regularly with Jalopnik as editor-emeritus. In addition to the
full-time editors, and John Krewson contribute to Jalopnik regularly. Most recently, Hungarian
writer Peter Orosz has contributed, providing coverage of Formula One and other subjects. Staff
Writer Joel Johnson fulfills the tall writer quota. Jason Torchinsky Staff Writer brings his own
flavor to the stories with sketches and flow charts. Intern Raphael Orlove serves as hoon source
and office punching bag. Jalopnik's news items are often intermingled with humorous stories
highlighting car culture , humorous criminal incidents, strange cars offered for sale on eBay or
Craigslist , humorous phrasing and sarcasm within the items themselves, callbacks , inside joke
and repeating themes. In the comments section, the commentariat takes advantage of this
opportunity to show off their bountiful automotive knowledge, often coming up with quite
interesting and erudite answers. By the next day, Patrick Frawley has chosen his favorite ten
responses and organizes them, in gallery format, along with a quick explanation for each as to
why the selection makes sense, in the Answer Of The Day article. The commentariat then
generally gets quite angry and each insists that Jalopnik are attractive idiots for not choosing
their specific suggestions. Jalopnik Reviews - Reviews, typically by Wes Siler, include three
parts: a general description of the car; an evaluation of the car with ratings in categories such
as handling and interior design ; followed by reasons why a buyer would or would not buy the
car. A short story precedes the COTD in order to explain the nature of the comment. Every day,
the editors choose someone who embodies this rebellious behavior best in a video segment
called Hoon Of The Day. They are often commenter nominations, in which case a Hat Tip is
posted at the bottom in reference to who suggested it. Church of Hoon - A more recent addition
to the Opposite Lock section of the site. Members of the site have begun to form the basis for
an in-site religion based on the teachings and prophets of the automotive kingdom. It has been
called the best religion In the wuuurld. Commenters post drink rules corresponding to the
automotive issues that are to be discussed. Project Car Hell - In this item two equally time and
money consuming restoration projects are picked from the typical second hand websites like
craigslist and eBay. Readers are then asked to vote on which car is more "Hellish" to restore; i.
Although this often involves one car pitted against another, every now and then offers will
include three or more cars. Additional humor is derived from the optimistic tone of voice most
sellers will use when they try to sell their car s ; "runs reasonably well no 2nd and 3rd gear ", or
"This car is anyones dream project! Jalopnik Fantasy Garage - Jalopnik keeps a running list of
desirable vehicles usually historically significant, sometimes just very fast, beautiful, or
capable. If a car in the list is thought to have become unpopular, readers are given a chance to
vote it out in a Trimming the Fat feature. Classic Ad Watch - Murilee Martin covers in this series
old television advertisements for cars from around the world, mostly focusing on somewhat
off-kilter ads Japanese ads are most famous for this. Most of the ads feature odd voiceovers,
heavy usage of stunt-driving or unintentionally hilarious jingles. Ironically optimistic ads for
models or marques which later failed are also popular choices. The only specific criteria that a

car must meet to qualify for DOTS is that it must be parked on the street cars parked in garages
or driveways do not count as they are on private property , hence the name of the article. More
recently this feature has included Bonus Editions which feature reader-submitted photos and
commentaries of old cars in their hometowns or abroad. Jalopnik Gold - A members-only
feature unveiled on April 1, which allowed member to have both preview and edit buttons and
other member-exclusive features. This service was discontinued the same evening. This entry is
from Wikipedia, the leading user-contributed encyclopedia. It may not have been reviewed by
professional editors see full disclaimer. Donate to Wikimedia. All translations of Jalopnik. A
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Boggle gives you 3 minutes to find as many words 3 letters or more as you can in a grid of 16
letters. You can also try the grid of 16 letters. Letters must be adjacent and longer words score
better. See if you can get into the grid Hall of Fame! Most English definitions are provided by
WordNet. The wordgames anagrams, crossword, Lettris and Boggle are provided by Memodata.
The web service Alexandria is granted from Memodata for the Ebay search. The SensagentBox
are offered by sensAgent. Change the target language to find translations. Tips: browse the
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